Multivariate linkage scan for metabolic syndrome traits in families with type 2 diabetes.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate evidence for linkage to interrelated quantitative features of the metabolic syndrome (MetS). Data on eight quantitative MetS traits (body weight, waist circumference, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, triglycerides (TGs), and fasting glucose and insulin measurements) and a 10 cM genome scan were available for 78 white families (n = 532 subjects). These data were used to conduct multipoint, multivariate linkage analyses, including tests for coincident linkage and complete pleiotropy. The strongest evidence for linkage from the bivariate analyses was observed on chromosome 1 (1p22.2) (HDL-TG; univariate lod score equivalent (lod(eq) = 3.99)) with stronger results from the trivariate analysis at the same location (HDL-TG-Insulin; lod(eq) = 4.32). Seven additional susceptibility regions (lod(eq) scores >1.9) were observed (1p36, 1q23, 2q21.2, 8q23.3, 14q23.2, 14q32.11, and 20p11.21). The results from this study indicate that several correlated traits of the MetS are influenced by the same gene(s) that account for some of the clustering of the MetS features.